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1. Which part of the NFPA marking system implies flammability?


(A) White



(B) Blue



(C) Yellow



(D) Red

2. Which of these is NOT a probable physical hazardous characteristic of a chemical?


(A) Flammable



(B) Acute



(C) Corrosive



(D) Reactive

3. What does the acronym PEL stand for?


(A) Permissible Exposure Limit



(B) Prohibitive Electric Level

4. What should you do in an event involving hazardous material spill during transportation?


(A) Send someone for help and warn others of the danger



(B) Move leaking material out of the way even if it is unsafe to do so



(C) Move your truck/trailer far away from the scene



(D) Try to extinguish any fires

5. How are entries in the Hazardous Materials Table displayed?


(A) In order of risk



(B) In order of quantities being shipped



(C) In alphabetical order by proper shipping names



(D) In alphabetical order by brand names

6. While transporting hazardous waste, you should


(A) Carry a Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest in the truck



(B) Have the word “WASTE” before the name of the material on the bills



(C) Sign a uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest



(D) All of the above

7. Which of the following statements is true about packaging of hazardous materials?


(A) Gases must not be mixed.



(B) Effectiveness of package must not be substantially reduced.



(C) It is permissible to pack different dangerous goods and non-dangerous goods
together in one outer packing as long as they do not hazardously react together



(D) Hazardous materials must be checked for compatibility with their packaging.



(E) All of the above

8. Which of the following information is displayed in column 2 of the Hazardous Materials
Table?


(A) Proper Shipping Name



(B) Special Provisions



(C) Identification Numbers



(D) Quantity Limitations

9. Hazard Class 3 is

(A) Corrosive



(B) Infectious substance



(C) Flammable liquid



(D) Radioactive

10. What does SDS stand for?


(A) Safety Data Sheet



(B) Safety Document Sheet



(C) Safety Description Sheet



(D) None of the above

